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OBSERVATIONS OF A CAE/FUJI KING DEBARKER 
INTRODUCTION 
Alberta forest companies are looking for additional 
sources of wood fibre for pulp chips. One potential 
source is the wood fibre in logyard and mill waste, pro
vided contaminants such as bark, dirt and rocks can be 
separated from the wood. During the spring of 1995, 
the Forest Engineering Research Institute of Canada 
(FERIC) observed a CAE/Fuji King debarker in combi
nation with a Bruks chipper, processing and chipping 
logyard and mill waste at the Slave Lake, Alberta op
erations of Weyerhaeuser Canada Limited. 

DESCRIPTION 

The CAE/Fuji King debaiker, designed in Japan, is built 
and distributed in North America by C A E Machinery 
Ltd. of Vancouver, B.C. The debaiker (Figure 1) viewed 
in Slave Lake features a covered 9-m long U-shaped 
chamber witii two cylindrical rotors mounted longitu
dinally near the bottom of the chamber. Debarking 
plates are attached at intervals along the rotors and range 
in height from 2.5 to 10 cm. The plates at the infeed 
end of the debaiker are welded while the rest are bolted 
to the rotors. The lower rotor is approxunately 80-cm 
in diameter and is powered by a 37-kW electric motor 
while the upper rotor is 50 cm in diameter and powered 
separately by a 5.6-kW motor. The debarking plates 
pass through slots in the chamber which are designed 
to prevent wood fibre from being lost during debarking. 
The rotors turn in a clockwise direction. The discharge rate, 
or material dwell time, of the debaiker is controlled by the 
height of a discharge gate which is electrically positioned. 

Figure 1. Fuji King debarking Aspen waste. 

The chipping operation at the Slave Lake installation in
cluded an infeed conveyor, a disc scalping screen, and 
a Bndcs 1212CS drum chipper. The infeed conveyor 
was designed and built by Weyeitiaeuser. It was ap
proxunately 6 m m length and 3 m in width. A series of 
3-m lengths of angle iron linked the three drag conveyor 
chains together. A 7.5-kW electric motor powered the 
infeed conveyor. The debarked chunks were fed verti
cally into the Bruks chipper which had an infeed open
ing of 47 cm. A 225-kW motor powered the chipper. 
An elevated control station located part way up the 
infeed conveyor to the Bmks chipper housed all the elec
trical panels and machine controls. The waste dischaige 
from the debarker and the chips fiom the chipper were each 
transported away from die equipment by belt conveyors. 

OBSERVATIONS 

The Fuji King debaiker and Bruks chipper were set up 
as a temporary operation in the millyard at Slave Lake 
to handle all of the logyard breakage. The amount of 
broken pieces had increased as a result of Weyerhae-
user's conversion from short-log to tree-length aspen 
hauling. The Fuji King will eventually become an inte
gral part of the infeed slashing decks to be constructed 
forthe OSB plant. In the meantime, rubber-tired front 
end loaders deposit die logyard breakage near tiie infeed 
deck of the Fuji King and a Komatsu 400 hydraulic 
loader deposits the material on die infeed conveyor deck. 
The debarker operator controls the infeed rate of the 
material into die Fuji King from the control station. 
When the wood chunks are sufficiently debarked, the dis
charge gate is lowered and the chunks advance across a 
scalping screen where the smaller stones are removed. 
The larger rocks are removed manually from tlie con
veyor belt carrying the material up into the drop chute 
of the Bruks chipper. After the wood chunks are 
chipped, the chips are transported to the nearby Slave 
Lake pulp mill in a dump truck and trailer. 

At the time of FERIC's observations, the operation was 
debarking and chipping approximately 6 BDU/h of as
pen waste. Since the Fuji King installation is not well-
suited to handling rocks in die debris, the excavator 
operator must be vigilant to minimize the niunber of 
rocks that are fed into die system. In addition, a rock 
picker should be stationed at the discharge gate to re
move any stones that fall out of the debarker. This pre-
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caution will reduce the repair downtime on the scalping 
screens and extend the sharpening intervals for the chip
per knives. 

Weyerhaeuser provided longer-term production esti
mates of 8.5 BDU/h of aspen chips from logyard waste 
and breakage in the summer and 5 BDU/h in the winter. 

RESULTS 

FERIC collected chip samples fix)m the Fuji King instal
lation and classified them by size and shape, and bark 
and moisture content. The results are as follows: 

.:r̂  Oversize/over thick chips (>1V4") 0.2% 
Accept chips (3/8"-P/4") 85.2% 
Pins and fines (3/8") .I;; ^ 9.2% 
Baric content (wet) H» 5.4% . 

Moisture content 36.4% 

Although the bark content of the FERic sample was un-
acceptably high, the levels that Weyerhaeuser reported 
from their regular chip analysis indicated that bark con
tent ranged between 0.5% and 2%. 

FERIC also tested the ability of the CAE/Fuj i King 
debarker to remove the bark from waste cedar logs. A 
dump truck load of cedar waste weighing 3880-kg was 
taken from Zeidler Forest hidustries Ltd. in McBride, 
B.C., to Slave Lake. The cedar logs were split into 
widths of less than 50 cm to accommodate the opening 
dimensions of the chipper. After debarking and chip
ping, 2200 kg of chips were recovered. An analysis of 
a 1.5-kg sample of the chips showed there was 95.5% 
accept chip (>3/l 6") widi no baric in any of the Williams 
classification screens. Bark separation was not done in 
the fines portion (<3/16") of the screen. A higher chip 
recovery may have resulted if the cedar logs were split 
after debarking instead of before. Dwell time in the 
debarker could also have been reduced. 

CONCLUSIONS 

FERIC observed a CAE/Fuji King debarker working as 
part of a chipping operation at Weyerhaeuser Canada 
Limited's Slave Lake operation. At the time of obser
vation, production was 6 BDU/h. Longer-term results 
provided by Weyerhaeuser showed the debarker and 
Bruks chipper produced approximately 8.5 BDU/h of 
aspen chips from logyard waste and breakage in the sum
mer and 5 BDU/h in the winter. FERIC's analysis of the 
aspen chips during its observations in the spring 1995 
revealed that 85% of the chips were accept, and had a 
5.4% baric content. 

INFORMATION . > 

The information in tliis report is based on limited field 
observations and is published solely to disseminate in
formation to FERIC members. It is not intended as an 
endorsement or approval by FERic of any product or 
service to the exclusion of others that may be suitable. 
More information can be obtained from: 

»»•• . • 

George Robinson 
Weyeitiaeuser Canada Limited . 
P.O. Box 630 
Slave Lake, Alberta ' T 
TOG 2A0 ^ . 
T: (403) 849-4333 

RobMcNicol i: - ;̂  
C A E Machinery Ltd. ' 
3550LougheedHwy. ^ 
Vancouver, B .C. 
V 5 M 2 A 3 
T: (604)299-3431 • ^ " ' 

Dennis Araki, R.P.F. 
Resejtfcher, H,arvesting Operations 

In addition, FERic observed that the CAE/Fuji King 
debarker could remove cedar bark. 
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